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You’re doing business around the world, and you’ve 
deployed Concur in one or two countries. But the rest of 
your global operations are struggling to keep up with their 
travel and entertainment expense reports. What do you do?

You already have the right tools
You have the right tools for T&E in one country. Concur connects all your 
spending in a single system — you can see everything clearly and get more 
control. You have also simplified the process for everyone at home. But what 
about your operations around the world? 

You can see all locations on a single platform, worldwide
Concur, the same system you know and love, can be customized to meet 
the needs of your business in each specific country. You get consistency and 
flexibility – the best of both worlds.

You can simply do better
Since you’re already using Concur, it’s just makes sense to put all of your 
business units around the world on that single platform. A global Concur 
expense platform:

• Automates and connects the entire spending process in one simple system 

• Includes localized language, currency, customs and regulations  

• Quickly and easily identifies VAT refund opportunities and local tax savings

• Adapts quickly when laws and regulations change, at home and abroad

Enjoy the consistency that comes with having your global offices using the 
same tools to manage travel and expense, along with the ability to treat each 
country uniquely as it requires. There are lots of challenging decisions to make 
when you’re doing business globally – but putting all your entities on Concur – 
that’s a no-brainer.

Ready to go global with Concur?  
Contact your Client Sales Executive today!

“Concur makes my 
life easier…because 
everything is in one 
system, and it’s 
accessible for all of 
our employees no 
matter where they are.” 

–Carolyn Spence, Allen Vanguard

Go Global with Concur


